OPaL’s 12th Foundation Day – An Evening To Remember!
OPaL's inspiring journey completed 12 years on 15th November 2018. The 12th Foundation
Day was celebrated enthusiastically by all the employees on 16th November 2018 at
Bharuch. The theme of the evening was Carnival. The children-friendly venue had Game
Zones, jugglers, unicyclist, trains and joyrides to keep kids amused while a massive stage
was built for the cultural programs.
Vimla Nigania, Head-HR, OPaL, commenced the proceeding by welcoming all the dignitaries,
employees and family members. While welcoming Shri Avinash Joshi, IAS, MD-OPaL, she
said that he has been the wind beneath our wings and his leadership has never let us
slacken whatever may be the situation. She also attributed the success of OPaL to the
leadership of all the heads who, she said, are firmly sitting in the driver's seat and heading
the company in the right direction.
Later, Shri Avinash Joshi, IAS, MD-OPaL, in his address, showered praises on the
management and employees saying, "Whatever we see of OPaL today is the result of your
(OPaL employees) patience, hard work and relentless commitment”. He further added that
this is just a beginning and we have a long way to go. In the same line, Shri Manoj
Shrivastava, President-OPaL, drew people’s attention to the ongoing ISO audits, conferring
of Greentech Safety Awards, and other such initiatives would consolidate OPaL's position as
one of the leaders in the petrochemical industry.
The program was kicked off with the musical opening act performed by 40 kids who played
a variety of musical instruments. The performance mesmerized the gathering and gave a
soothing, musical start to the evening. The enthralling performance was followed by an
interactive session where the anchor struck a direct chord with the audience.
OPaL's 12th Foundation Day logo - ODYSSEY - was unveiled with a comprehensive showreel
which perfectly captured OPaL's epic journey from incorporation to commissioning. It
showcased the hard work and passion all the OPaLians have put into making OPaL a force to
be reckoned with.
The launch of Foundation day logo threw the stage open for biggest attraction of the
evening – The dance performances by Shraey Khanna and troupe. The breath-taking moves
and the electric energy of the performers added more glitter in the starry night. The
thunderous applause in the end was the testament to how the performance won audience’s
heart.
The electric performance was aptly followed up by the soulful show of India's Got Talent
fame sand artist Shri Manas Sahoo. Shri Sahoo, beautifully narrated OPaL's journey through
the strokes of sand. He touched upon all the important milestones the company has
achieved in its glorious 12 years run. His extraordinary craft and coherent storytelling left
the crowd enchanted.

The evening turned out to be a memorable one for employees and their families. The gala
event concluded with a sumptuous dinner where varieties of cuisines were served.
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